Advanced Seminar on Forensic Investigations of Disasters (FORIN)

An Advanced Seminar on Forensic Investigations of Disasters (FORIN) will be conducted to disseminate the concept of FORIN. It is intended that this research paradigm will be further developed and adopted as a global standard approach to identify and examine the underlying root causes of disasters in order to reduce impacts and losses caused by disasters and to maintain the sustainability of socio-economic and environmental development.

The objectives of this seminar are as follows:
- Present the FORIN project and make it more visible and understood in scientific Community
- Introduce FORIN methodology and review its flexibility and feasibility for application, and identify aspects to be refined
- Develop a network of researchers utilizing FORIN
- Identify and examine a selection of recent disasters to be investigated in FORIN methodology and set up an agenda to conduct forensic investigations of disasters in recent years